Herberg “De Groene Harten”- “Green Hearts" Inn
Auberge “Aux Coeurs Verts”- "Yeşil Kalpleri"Dergah

Green Heart Youth Projects:
- Green Heart Craft : Workshops for pottery, tiles,ceramics, mosaics, etc. (learning old craft Islamic
design)
- Green Heart Archery : workshops learning the art of archery in collaboration with The Croydon
Sacred Archery Society (look also: Sacred Archery and http://www.steppenreiter.de/)
-Green Heart Martiial Arts:
Martial Arts for Spiritual Warriors Silat Tuo: To educate, promote and share the "Ways of the
Spiritual Warrior" through the training in, and the experience of, the Traditional Indo-Malay 'Seni
Silat' Arts, in collaboration with the International Silat Federation of America or Mosque Faried Ul
Ilsam Amsterdam
- Green Heart Servant’s Marches: organizing silent walks to holy places or elsewhere for educational
and spiritual development. Sufi Path Walk to Konya and Rumi, santiago de compostella
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-Green heart Granny’s kitchen: grandmothers learn youth how to kook old traditional meals (meals ,
bakery, patisseries, etc) and meals from another cultures, etc. In collaboration with Serving the guest
- Green Heart Haija’s Fashion: from old and second-hand clothes creating a new fashion line, learn
how to weave, etc.
- Green Heart Mawlana’s Gardens: developing gardens for vegetables, plants, flowers, trees etc.
- Green Heart Manege Horse Inn: Developpement of different practices : some programs include
Therapeutic Horseback Riding and hippotherapy. Non-riding therapies simply encourage a person to
touch, speak to and otherwise interact with the horse. People appear to benefit from being able to
be around a horse; horses are very sensitive to non-verbal communication and are an ideal resource
for working with individuals who have "tuned out" human therapists.
- Green Heart Fish Farming: Trouts Farming in collaboration with pisciculture Abidos
- Green Heart art: Calligraphy, art of Marbling (EBRU) art of KaatíI (Cut out relief) and Sacred
geometry courses

With the hope also to develop projects of solidarity and assistance in particular to the person in
difficulties (old or with a handicap) and to develop the workshops of recovery and restoration of all
that could be still used for resale for caritative ends or to finance the projects.
All the activities generate support from a large public through the following:
-Green Heart Youth restaurant : all the self-made products presented to a large public
-Green Heart shop: all the self-made products presented to a large public
-Green Heart Online: website for the youth with open forum

- Green Heart Local Radio/TV progr: all activities
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School for Servanthood of Love
- Inspiration through the spiritual heritage of
Naqshbandi Tariquat and under Guidance of
Maulana Sheikh Nazim, His son Sheikh
Mehmet Effendi and his Grandson Sheikh
Mehmet Adil
- Offering an real alternative to young
people based on educational tools –
spiritual as material – to survive in the
society we live.
- The basic spiritual tools are the Sufi
practices of the Naqshbandi Order.
- The educational tools provide the
possibility to live in a self-supporting
environment
- Practising the greatest compassion for all
human beings, living creatures and earth
In this way the spirit is a green heart and the
body is a fruitful tree with deep roots.

The School offers education for young people (unemployed, homeless, legal or illegal) in different
kind of crafts to become self-made man / woman

Warriors for Love center
Multicultural centre for inner
development
- Multicultural Meetings
- Spiritual dialogues
- Conferences
- Concerts
- Art exhibitions
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